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Atoms versus photons as carriers of quantum states
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The problem of the complete transfer of quantum states and entanglement in a four-qubit system composed of
two single-mode cavities and two two-level atoms is investigated. The transfer of single and double excitation
states is discussed for two different coupling configurations between the qubits. In the first, the coupling is
mediated by the atoms that simultaneously couple to the cavity modes. In the second configuration, each atom
resides inside one of the cavities and the coupling between the cavities is mediated by the overlapping field
modes. A proper choice of basis states makes it possible to identify states that could be completely transferred
between themselves. Simple expressions are derived for the conditions for the complete transfer of quantum
states and entanglement. These conditions impose severe constraints on the evolution of the system in the form
of constants of motion. The constrains on the evolution of the system imply that not all states can evolve in
time, and we find that the evolution of the entire system can be confined into that occurring among two states
only. Detailed analysis show that in the case where the interaction is mediated by the atoms, only symmetric
superposition states can be completely and reversibly transferred between the atoms and the cavity modes. In
the case where the interaction is mediated by the overlapping field modes, both symmetric and antisymmetric
superposition states can be completely transferred. We also show that the system is capable of generating purely
photonic NOON states, but only if the coupling is mediated by the atoms, and demonstrate that the ability to
generate the NOON states relies on perfect transfer of an entanglement from the atoms to the cavity modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to control the process of transferring quantum
states between remote systems is essential for quantum
information processing and the development of quantum
computation [1,2]. The main challenge is the achievement of
a quantum interface that would be able to transfer quantum
states with hight fidelity. Several schemes have been proposed
and experimentally implemented where a high-fidelity transfer
of quantum state was achieved based on the creation of a
strong coupling between the systems [3–6]. In this limit, the
time scale of the transfer process is much shorter than the
time scale for dissipation in the system due to a coupling to
an external environment. Over this time scale, coherent and
reversible transfer of a quantum state can be achieved [7].

The transfer of a quantum state corresponds to the transfer
of correlations from the states of one system to the states of
an another system. In most schemes, linear atomic chains or
atomic (spin) lattices are considered for the transfer of quantum
states [8–10]. In these models the transfer is mediated by
the direct dipole-dipole coupling between neighboring atoms,
which induces the flow of an initial excitation through the
chain [11]. However, the dipole-dipole coupling may create
correlations between the atoms so the state would effectively
be transferred through the correlated system. Thus, the final
state of the system might not be related in a simple way to the
initial state. The atoms can be found in an entangled state even
if the initial state was a separable state [12].

Other schemes involve a chain of remote cavities, each
containing a single atom or optical lattice, the so-called Jaynes-
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Cummings (JC) cells [13–15]. The cells could be independent
[16–20], coupled to each other through the overlapping field
modes [21–26], connected by a short fiber [27–32]. In these
schemes, photons act as carriers for the transfer of quantum
states and controlled transfer is implemented by an appropriate
choice of the coupling strength of the overlapping field modes.
The cavity modes could be in a vacuum state or in a correlated
state [33–37].

Alternative to the schemes involving photons are models
in which atoms are treated as a small reservoir or a spin
bath through which an initial state could be transferred to
the field modes [38–40]. The atoms forming the reservoir can
be independent or may interact with each other, the two cases
that could give different results for the transfer process of a
quantum state.

Using the Schrödinger or master equation approach, one
can study the transfer process of an initial quantum state for
the three classes of systems described above (atomic chains
or lattices, coupled JC cells, field modes coupled through
atomic reservoir). In this paper, we address the question of
the complete transfer of quantum states and entanglement
in four-qubit systems composed of two single-mode cavities
and two two-level atoms. We work in the resonance regime
and consider two different coupling configurations between
the qubits specified by two distinctly different types of
the interaction Hamiltonians. In the first, we assume that
both atoms simultaneously couple to two independent cavity
modes, resulting in an effective system analog of the system
composed of two qubits coupled to a small reservoir. Here, the
coupling between the field qubits is mediated by the atoms.
The other configuration corresponds to a system of two directly
coupled JC cells, where the cells are coupled through the
overlapping mode functions of the cavity fields. In this case, the
coupling between the qubits is mediated by photons. In what
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follows, we assume that dissipation effects are not present or
can be neglected. This restricts our results to the case of a strong
coupling between qubits. In fact, this is not an overly restrictive
limitation regarding the recent progress in the cavity QED
technology, where strong couplings have been achieved [41].

We determine the nature of quantum states that can be
completely transferred under the action of the two different
interaction Hamiltonians and under what conditions the com-
plete transfer of the states corresponds to perfect transfer of
entanglement between atoms and the field modes. Of course,
there is a large number of states to which an initial state could
be transferred under the action of the interaction Hamiltonians.
However, we find that only few of them can be completely
transferred between themselves. Moreover, we show that the
complete transfer of a quantum state does not necessarily mean
perfect transfer of entanglement.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we provide
detailed description of the four-qubit system and the coupling
configurations between the qubits. A detailed calculation of the
probability amplitudes of single excitation states is presented
in Sec. III, and in Sec. IV we extend these calculations to
double excitation states. We point out the existence of constants
of motion that significantly reduce the number of states that
could evolve in time. We find that the Hilbert space of the
system splits into independent subspaces, each composed of
two states only. In other words, the system behaves in this case
as if it were composed of independent two-state subsystems.
No perfect transfer of an entanglement is achieved even if the
states are completely transferred between themselves when
one of the states contains correlations between the atoms and
the cavity modes. The perfect transfer of the entanglement
is achieved between states that are factorable into a product
of the atomic and the field states. The effect of losses on
the two-state evolution and entanglement transfer is briefly
discussed in Sec. V. Finally, we summarize our results in Sec.
VI. Some details of the calculation of the concurrence and
the logarithmic negativity of the atomic and the cavity-field
subsystems are presented in the Appendix.

II. GENERAL FORMALISM

We consider a four-qubit system, two identical cavities,
each composed of a single bosonic mode of frequency ωc,
and two identical atoms modeled as having two energy states,
a ground state |gi〉 and an excited state |ei〉, separated by
frequency ω0 and connected by a transition dipole moment
μi (i = A,B). The atoms are represented by spin lowering
and raising operators σ−

i and σ+
i , whereas the cavity modes

are represented by the annihilation and creation operators (â,b̂)
and (â†,b̂†), respectively. We use indexes (A,B) to label the
atoms and (a,b) to label the cavity modes. Each of the qubit
pairs, either atoms (A,B) or the cavity modes (a,b), can be
used as a mediator between the qubits.

Our objective is to determine which of the qubits, atoms
(fermions) or photons (bosons), are better carriers of quantum
states and entanglement from one qubit pair to the other. For
this purpose, we concentrate on the transfer of an initial state
through the system for two configurations of the coupling
between the qubits. In the first configuration, we use atoms
as “couplers” by sending them through the cavities. In the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic diagram of two coupling config-
urations between qubits in the system composed of two single-mode
cavities (a,b) and two two-level atoms (σA,σB ). In (a), both atoms
simultaneously couple to the cavity modes, resulting in an effective
closed-oop system. In (b), two JC cells are coupled with a strength κ

through the overlapping of the mode functions of the cavity fields.

second configuration, the atoms are assumed to reside inside
the cavities, with one atom in each cavity, and the coupling
between the cavities is mediated by overlapping of the
evanescent mode functions of the cavity modes. Alternatively,
this could be done by connecting the cavities by a short optical
fiber. In this kind of coupling, photons act as carriers of an
excitation between the cavities.

Figure 1 shows two possible coupling configurations in the
system. In the first, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), each atom couples
to both of the cavity modes that are not directly coupled to each
other. In geometrical terms, this configuration is equivalent to a
square shape or a closed-chain configuration of the four qubits.
In the second, illustrated in Fig. 1(b), each atom couples to only
one of the modes that are directly coupled to each other. The
coupling between the cavity modes could be arranged through
the overlap of the mode functions of the cavity fields in the
region between the cavities. We see from the figure that the
system is equivalent to an open chain of four qubits. This
system can be regarded as a double JC system, two JC systems
coupled to each other with the coupling strength κ .

The two configurations of the coupling between the cavities
can be distinguished by different forms of the interaction
Hamiltonian of the atoms and the cavity modes. The total
Hamiltonian of the system can be written as

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤI , (1)

where

Ĥ0 = h̄ω0
(
σ̂ z

A + σ̂ z
B

) + h̄ωc(â†â + b̂†b̂) (2)

is the free (unperturbed) Hamiltonian of the atoms and the
cavity modes, and ĤI is the interaction between the atoms and
the cavity modes. The interaction depends on the configuration
of the coupling between the atoms and the cavities and between
the cavity modes themselves.

In the case of Fig. 1(a), the interaction Hamiltonian, under
the rotating-wave approximation, can be written as

ĤI = h̄[ga(σ̂+
A + σ̂+

B eikRAB )â

+ gb(σ̂+
A + σ̂+

B eikRAB )b̂ + H.c.]. (3)
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The Hamiltonian consists of two terms. The first term describes
the interaction of the atoms with the field of the cavity a,
and the second term describes the interaction with the field of
the cavity b. The strength of the interactions is determined by
the coupling coefficients ga and gb, respectively. In practice,
we may encounter a situation in which atoms traveling through
the cavities would be at different positions. Therefore, we
have introduced the phase factor exp(ikRAB) in the coupling
coefficients reflecting a phase difference in the oscillation of
the atomic dipole moments separated by a finite distance RAB .
If the atoms are separated by less than a wavelength, kRAB �
1, the phase difference may be taken to be equal to zero, that the
atomic dipoles oscillate in phase. When the atoms are separated
by a half of the wavelength the phase difference between the
atomic dipoles equals π , the phase factor exp(ikRAB) = −1,
and then the atomic dipoles oscillate with opposite phases.

In the case Fig. 1(b), the interaction Hamiltonian may be
written as

ĤI = h̄(gaσ̂
+
A â + gbσ̂

+
B b̂ + H.c.) + h̄κ(âb̂† + b̂â†), (4)

where gi (i = a,b) is the coupling coefficient between the ith
atom and its local cavity field, and κ is the coupling coefficient
between the cavity modes. In the absence of the coupling, κ =
0, the system described by the Hamiltonian (4) is completely
equivalent to two independent JC models.

The calculations for both configurations are based on the
solution of the Schrödinger equation for the wave function of
the system

ih̄
∂

∂t
|�n(t)〉 = Ĥ |�n(t)〉, n = 1,2, (5)

where n labels the number of excitations present in the system.
We work in the interaction representation to remove the time
dependence at the optical frequencies and expand the wave
function in the basis of the eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian
H0.

For the case of a single (n = 1) excitation present in the
system, the wave function can be expanded in terms of four
product state vectors

|�1(t)〉 =
4∑

j=0

Cj (t) |j 〉, (6)

where |j 〉 represents an excitation eigenstate of the free
Hamiltonian,

|1〉 = |eA,gB,0a,0b〉, |2〉 = |gA,eB,0a,0b〉,
(7)

|3〉 = |gA,gB,1a,0b〉, |4〉 = |gA,gB,0a,1b〉,
and Cj (t) is a slowly varying part of the probability amplitude
of the state j . The space of the |j 〉 states can be formally
divided into two subspaces, one involving states |1〉, |2〉,
corresponding to one quantum present in either of the atoms,
and the other involving states |3〉, |4〉, corresponding to the
atoms residing in their ground states and the excitation present
in either of the cavity modes or in a superposition of the modes.

When two quanta of excitation (n = 2) are present in the
system, the wave function can be expanded in terms of eight

product state vectors,

|�2(t)〉 =
8∑

j=0

Dj (t) |j̃〉, (8)

where |j̃ 〉 are two-quanta eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian

|1̃〉 = |eA,eB,0a,0b〉, |2̃〉 = |eA,gB,0a,1b〉,
|3̃〉 = |gA,eB,1a,0b〉, |4̃〉 = |gA,gB,1a,1b〉,

(9)
|5̃〉 = |eA,gB,1a,0b〉, |6̃〉 = |gA,gB,2a,0b〉,
|7̃〉 = |gA,eB,0a,1b〉, |8̃〉 = |gA,gB,0a,2b〉 .

The space of the product states can be formally divided into two
subspaces. One involves states |2̃〉, |3̃〉, |5̃〉, |7̃〉, corresponding
to the two quanta of excitation evenly redistributed over the
atomic system and the cavity modes. The other set involves
states |1̃〉, |4̃〉, |6̃〉, |8̃〉, corresponding to both quanta being
either in the atomic system or in the cavity modes.

III. TRANSFER OF SINGLE EXCITATION STATES

Let us first consider the transfer of single excitation states
between atoms and the cavity modes. We are particularly
interested in which states can be maximally transferred and
whether the complete transfer is accompanied by complete
transfer of entanglement. The question of the entanglement
transfer will be addressed by considering the concurrence
of the atomic and the cavity states. This makes it possible
to estimate the efficiency of the transfer of the initial state
between the atoms and the cavity modes that is mediated by
atoms and compare the transfer efficiency with that mediated
by photons.

A. Transfer mediated by atoms

Consider the configuration in Fig. 1(a), in which the inter-
action is determined by the Hamiltonian (3). By substituting
the wave function (6) into Eq. (5), we obtain the following
system of coupled differential equations for the probability
amplitudes

iĊ1 = gaC3 + gbC4, i ˙̃C2 = gaC3 + gbC4,

iĊ3 = −�C3 + ga(C1+C̃2), (10)

iĊ4 = −�C4 + gb(C1+C̃2),

where � = ω0 − ωc is the detuning of the atomic resonance
frequency ω0 from the cavity frequency ωc and C̃2 = ε∗C2,
with ε = exp(ikRAB). In order to simplify the notation without
loss of generality, we can assume that the coupling strengths
ga and gb are both real.

In order to solve Eqs. (10), we find it convenient to introduce
linear combinations of the amplitudes,

W (t) = 1√
2

[C1(t) + C̃2(t)], U (t) = 1√
2

[C1(t) − C̃2(t)],

X(t) = ga

g0
C3(t) + gb

g0
C4(t), Y (t) = ga

g0
C4(t) − gb

g0
C3(t),

(11)
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where g0 =
√

g2
a + g2

b . The amplitudes (11) correspond to
orthonormal states,

|w〉 = 1√
2

(|eA,gB〉 + ε |gA,eB〉) ⊗ |0a,0b〉,

|u〉 = 1√
2

(|eA,gB〉 − ε |gA,eB〉) ⊗ |0a,0b〉,
(12)

|x〉 = 1

g0
(ga |1a,0b〉 + gb |0a,1b〉) ⊗ |gA,gB〉,

|y〉 = 1

g0
(ga |0a,1b〉 − gb |1a,0b〉) ⊗ |gA,gB〉 .

These states are product states of purely atomic and cavity
fields (photonic) states. In states |w〉 and |u〉, the atoms are
themselves in maximally entangled states, but the field modes
are in a factorized state. On the other hand, in states |x〉 and
|y〉, the cavity modes are in nonmaximally entangled states
and the atoms are in factorized states. This shows that purely
atomic entangled states can be transferred or converted into
purely photonic N = 1 NOON states [7,42–45].

In terms of the superposition amplitudes, Eqs. (10) trans-
form into a simple set of equations,

Ẇ (t) = −
√

2ig0X(t), Ẋ(t) = i�X(t) −
√

2ig0W (t),

Ẏ (t) = i�Y (t), U̇ (t) = 0, (13)

which shows that the amplitudes X(t) and W (t) are coupled
only among themselves, whereas Y (t) and U (t) evolve
independent of the others.

The solutions of Eqs. (13) are readily found to be

W (t) = W (0) e
1
2 i�t

[
cos(
t) + i

�



sin(
t)

]

− iX(0)

√
2g0



e

1
2 i�t sin(
t),

X(t) = X(0) e
1
2 i�t

[
cos(
t) + i

�



sin(
t)

]

− iW (0)

√
2g0



e

1
2 i�t sin(
t), (14)

Y (t) = Y (0)ei�t , U (t) = U (0),

where 
 =
√

2g2
0 + �2/4 is a detuned one-photon Rabi

frequency.
The solutions (14) exhibit a number of interesting features.

First, the direct coupling between the amplitudes W (t) and
X(t) indicates that states |w〉 and |x〉 form a subspace in the
Hilbert space composed of two states that can be reversibly
transferred between themselves. Each of the remaining am-
plitudes Y (t) and U (t) evolves independently of the other
states, so that states |y〉 and |u〉 cannot be accessed from
and transferred into other states. Once the system is initially
prepared in either |w〉 or |x〉 state, the state vector of the system
will evolve only between these two states. The system will
behave in this case as a two-state system. Second, the time
evolutions of the atomic and the field states are completely
symmetric with W (t) and X(t) interchanged, despite the fact
that the atoms are not equally coupled to the cavity modes.
Third, the linear superposition U (t) does not evolve in time.
Thus, if initially U (0) �= 0, it will remain unchanged for all

time. In other words, the initial population will be trapped
in this state and never evolve. Fourth, the time evolution of
the superposition amplitudes is independent of ε; i.e., it is
independent of the relative phase between the atoms.

The presence of the trapping states has a dramatic effect
on transfer of entanglement. In order to see it, we evaluate
concurrences [46] of the atoms and the cavity modes, as
described in the Appendix, and find

CAB(t) = |[|W (t)|2 − |U (0)|2] + 2Im[U (0)W ∗(t)]|,
Cab(t) = 2

∣∣gagb[|X(t)|2 − |Y (0)|2]

+ g2
aX(t)Y ∗(t) − g2

bX
∗(t)Y (t)

∣∣/g2
0 . (15)

These expressions show explicitly that only initial states with
amplitude U (0) = 0 can be completely transferred between
the atoms and the cavity modes. However, the condition of
U (0) = 0 is necessary but not sufficient for the complete
transfer of entanglement. It is easy to see, since the factor
2gagb/g

2
0 appearing in the expression for Cab(t) is smaller

than one, that it can be easily verified that Cab(tn) could be
equal to CAB(0) at some particular times tn only if the atoms
and the cavity modes have the same frequencies (� = 0) and
the atoms couple the the cavities with the same coupling
strengths (ga = gb). Needless to say, U (0) must be zero, and
the qubits must be indistinguishable for the transfer of the
entanglement to be complete. Under these conditions an initial,
not necessarily maximally entangled, state of the atoms can be
completely or perfectly transferred to the cavity modes.

It is interesting that, despite of the complete symmetry
between W (t) and X(t), the transfer of maximally entangled
states between the atoms and the cavity modes is not sym-
metric. For example, when the cavity modes were initially in
the vacuum state but the atoms were prepared in the entangled
state, i.e., the initial state of the system was

|�0〉 = 1√
2

(|eAgB〉 + |gAeB〉) ⊗ |0a,0b〉, (16)

then the concurrence of the cavity modes varies in time as

Cab(t) = 2gagb(
g2

a + g2
b

) sin2(
t). (17)

On the other hand, when initially atoms were in their ground
states but the cavity modes were prepared in the N = 1 NOON
state,

|�0〉 = 1√
2

(|1a0b〉 + |0a1b〉) ⊗ |gA,gB〉, (18)

then the concurrence of the atoms varies as

CAB(t) = (ga + gb)2

2
(
g2

a + g2
b

) sin2(
t). (19)

Evidently, the variations of the concurrences are not equal, and
CAB(t) � Cab(t) for all times, indicating that the transfer of the
initial entanglement from the field modes to the atoms occurs
with a better efficiency than the transfer of the entanglement
from the atoms to the modes.

The asymmetry in the entanglement transfer is more
dramatic if the cavity modes were initially prepared in a state
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|x〉, [X(0) = 1]. In this case, the concurrences are

CAB(t) = sin2(
t), Cab(t) = 2gagb(
g2

a + g2
b

) cos2(
t). (20)

We see that the atoms, entering the cavities in their ground
states can be maximally entangled independent of whether
the cavity modes were initially prepared in the maximally
entangled state or not.

The reason for this feature lies in the fact that the system
of two atoms unequally coupled to two cavities effectively
behaves as a system composed of two atoms equally coupled
to a single superposition mode. To show this, we introduce the
collective symmetric atomic operator

σ̂+
s = (σ+

A + εσ+
B ), (21)

together with symmetric and antisymmetric superposition
operators of the field modes

d̂1 = (gaâ + gbb̂)/g0, d̂2 = (gab̂ − gbâ)/g0, (22)

and find that in terms of the superposition operators the
Hamiltonian (3) takes a simple form

HI = h̄g0σ̂
+
s d̂1 + H.c. (23)

We see that the atoms effectively interact only with the
symmetric mode d̂1. The antisymmetric mode d̂2 is completely
decoupled from the atoms. Thus, in terms of the superposition
operators, the system effectively behaves as a single JC system
composed of two atoms equally coupled to a single mode d̂1. In
terms of the state transfer, it means that only symmetric states
can be transferred between the atoms and the cavity modes.

B. Transfer mediated by photons

We now consider the configuration in Fig. 1(b) in which
each atom is located at a fixed position inside one of the
cavities and the coupling between the cavities is mediated
by overlapping cavity modes. In this case, an excitation is
carried by photons. In practice, this system can be realized
by using two optical cavities, each containing a single atom
and the coupling between the cavities mediated by an optical
fiber [27–32]. Alternatively, one can use two optical traps each
containing a single atom and the coupling maintained by the
photon tunneling effect [47–49] or, in the case of circuit QED,
capacitive or inductive coupling [50].

Before considering the process of transferring quantum
states between the qubits, let us first analyze the Hamiltonian
of the system in which the interaction is described by Eq. (4).
Introducing symmetric and antisymmetric linear combinations
of the atomic and field operators,

σ̂+
s = (gaσ̂

+
A + gbσ̂

+
B )/g0, σ̂+

a = (gaσ̂
+
A − gbσ̂

+
B )/g0,

d̂† = (â† + b̂†)/
√

2, ĉ† = (â† − b̂†)/
√

2, (24)

we find that the total Hamiltonian of the system can be written
as

Ĥ = h̄ω0
(
σ z

A + σ z
B

) + h̄(ωc + κ)d̂†d̂ + h̄(ωc − κ)ĉ†ĉ

+ h̄g0√
2

(d̂†σ̂−
s + ĉ†σ̂−

a + H.c.). (25)

The first line of the Hamiltonian (25) represents the free energy
of the atoms and the superposition modes with the energies of
the superposition modes separated by 2κ; the coupling of the
field modes thus lifts their degeneracy. The second line of
Eq. (25) represents the interaction of the superposition field
modes with the collective atomic systems.

We note that the structure of the Hamiltonian (25) differs
significantly from the Hamiltonian we encountered in Eq. (23),
the counterpart for the coupling mediated by the atoms. The
most interesting difference is that two JC systems coupled to
each other by overlapping cavity modes can be viewed as two
independent and nondegenerate JC systems, one composed of
the symmetric modes and the other composed of the antisym-
metric modes. This suggests that, in this case, both symmetric
and antisymmetric states could be maximally transferred
between the atoms and the cavity modes. The transfers could
occur at two different frequencies, the symmetric states could
be maximally transferred at frequency ωa = ωc + κ , whereas
the antisymmetric states could be transferred at ωa = ωc − κ .

Since d̂† and ĉ† are in the form of the equally weighted
linear combinations of the field operators whereas σ̂+

s and
σ̂+

a are, in general, not equally weighted combinations of the
atomic operators, one can then show that maximally entangled
states of the field modes can be created in the system even
if the atoms are weakly entangled or even separable. This
feature is opposite of what we encountered in the case of the
transfer mediated by the atoms, where maximally entangled
states between the atoms were created with separable cavity
modes.

We now turn to the evaluation of the state vector of the
system. With the interaction Hamiltonian (25) the Schrödinger
equation leads to the following equations of motion for the
probability amplitudes:

iĊ1 = gaC3, iĊ2 = gbC4,

iĊ3 = −�C3 + κC4 + gaC1, (26)

iĊ4 = −�C4 + κC3 + gbC2.

Equations (26) can be easily solved and interpreted by
rewriting them as equations of motion for symmetric and
antisymmetric superpositions:

Cs = (C3 + C4)/
√

2, Ca = (C3 − C4)/
√

2,

C+ = (gaC1 + gbC2)/g0, C− = (gbC1 − gaC2)/g0. (27)

They are

iĊs = −(� − κ)Cs + g0√
2
C+,

iĊa = −(� + κ)Ca + w√
2
C− + u√

2
C+,

(28)
iĊ+ = g0√

2
Cs + u√

2
Ca,

iĊ− = w√
2
Ca,

where u = (g2
a − g2

b)/g0 and w = 2gagb/g0. It is clear that
the symmetric and antisymmetric modes oscillate at different
frequencies. Moreover, in the case of identical JC systems (u =
0), the modes evolve independently from each other. However,
the modes may evolve independently even if u �= 0. It happens
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when the field modes are well separated in frequency, i.e., when
κ � g0. In this case, the coupling which exists, in general,
between the symmetric and antisymmetric modes is effectively
quite weak and can be ignored. It is easy to see. By choosing
a new rotating frame with

C̃s = Cse
−i(�−κ)t , C̃a = Cae

−i(�+κ)t ,
(29)

C̃+ = C+e−i(�−κ)t , C̃− = C−e−i(�+κ)t ,

Eqs. (28) can than be written in the form

i ˙̃Cs = g0√
2
C̃+,

i ˙̃Ca = w√
2
C̃− + u√

2
C̃+e−2iκt ,

(30)
i ˙̃C+ = (� − κ)C̃+ + g0√

2
C̃s + u√

2
C̃ae

2iκt ,

i ˙̃C− = (� + κ)C̃− + w√
2
C̃a.

Clearly, all the u-dependent terms are accompanied by the
exponential factors exp(±2iκt), which in the limit of κ � g0

rapidly oscillate in time and thus can be ignored. This has the
effect of decoupling the equations for the pair of amplitudes
(C̃s,C̃+) from the pair (C̃a,C̃−).

The assumption of κ � g0 appears to be practical. For
example, in the experiments involving a short fiber coupling
the cavities [28,51], the coupling strengths of κ ≈ 100g0 can be
achieved and κ can be increased by decreasing the reflectivity
of the cavity mirror connected to the fiber.

Assuming that κ � g0, i.e., that the modes oscillate
at significantly different frequencies, we then readily find
analytical expressions for the concurrences, which are of the
form

CAB(t) = 2gagb

g2
0

||C+(t)|2 − |C−(t)|2|,
(31)

Cab(t) = ||Cs(t)|2 − |Ca(t)|2|,
where

Cs(t) = e
1
2 i(�−κ)t

[
Cs(0) cos

1

2

κt

+ i
(� − κ)Cs(0) − √

2g0C+(0)


κ

sin
1

2

κt

]
,

C+(t) = e
1
2 i(�−κ)t

[
C+(0) cos

1

2

κt

− i
(� − κ)C+(0) + √

2g0Cs(0)


κ

sin
1

2

κt

]
, (32)

with 
κ =
√

2g2
0 + (� − κ)2, and the amplitudes Ca(t) and

C−(t) are obtained from the above by changing s → a,
+ → −, κ → −κ , and g → w. Note that the time evolutions
of the field states, determined by Cs(t), and the atomic states,
determined by C+(t), are not completely symmetric. The
evolutions are completely symmetric only at � = κ .

Having the explicit forms of the concurrences we now
proceed to consider the process of transferring the initial
maximally entangled states between the atoms and the cavity
modes. Provided the atoms are prepared in the maximally

entangled state (16), the initial conditions are Cs(0) =
Ca(0) = 0, C+(0) = (ga + gb)/(

√
2g0), and C−(0) = (ga −

gb)/(
√

2g0). Under this condition, the concurrence Cab(t)
takes the form

Cab(t) =
∣∣∣∣ (ga + gb)2

2g2
0 + (� − κ)2

sin2

[
1

2

√
2g2

0 + (� − κ)2t

]

− (ga − gb)2

2g2
0 + (� + κ)2

sin2

[
1

2

√
2g2

0 + (� + κ)2t

]∣∣∣∣ .
(33)

It is clear by inspection of Eq. (33) that, in general, the
concurrence is smaller than one for all times t . However, the
concurrence could attain the maximal value when � = κ and
ga = gb = g, in which case Cab(tn) = 1 at the particular times
gtn = nπ/2, n = 1,3, . . .. Thus, the cells must be identical and
� = κ for the transfer of the maximally entangled state from
the atoms to the cavity modes to be complete.

If initially the cavity modes are prepared in the maximally
entangled N = 1 “NOON” state (18), which implies C+(0) =
C−(0) = Ca(0) = 0 and Cs(0) = 1, the concurrence CAB(t) is

CAB(t) = 4gagb

2g2
0 + (� − κ)2

sin2

[
1

2

√
2g2

0 + (� − κ)2t

]
.

(34)

We see that, similar to the case of transferring the maximally
entangled state from the atoms to the cavity modes, the transfer
of the maximally entangled state from the field modes to the
atoms can be complete only if ga = gb and � = κ .

The above considerations are illustrated in Fig. 2, which
shows the concurrences CAB(t) and Cab(t) as a function of
time for several different values of the parameters ga , gb, �,
and κ . It is seen that at certain times, and only for ga = gb

and � = κ , the entanglement is completely transferred from
the field modes to the atoms. The transfer is far from complete
when ga �= gb and/or κ close but not equal to �. Notice that
independent of the relation between ga and gb and whether
� = κ or not, the cavity modes become maximally entangled
whenever the atoms are disentangled.

In summary of this section, comparing the results of trans-
ferring quantum states and entanglement in the configuration
in Fig. 1(b) to those of the configuration in Fig. 1(a), we

FIG. 2. (Color online) The time evolution of the concurrences
(a) CAB (t) and (b) Cab(t) for ga = gb = g,� = κ (solid line), ga =
g,gb = 2g,� = κ (dashed line), and ga = gb = g,� = 5g,κ = 4g

(dash-dotted line). The system was initially in the state described by
Eq. (18).
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find that their operations share many common features. For
example, in both configurations the coupling strengths of the
atoms to the cavity modes must be equal for the transfer of
maximally entangled states to be complete. However, there are
some important differences. In the configuration in Fig. 1(a),
only the symmetric states could be completely transferred,
whereas in the configuration in Fig. 1(b) the transfer of both
symmetric and antisymmetric states is possible. Moreover, in
the configuration in Fig. 1(a) the complete transfer occurs at the
exact resonance between the atomic and the cavity frequencies,
� = 0, whereas in the configuration in Fig. 1(b) the optimal
transfers occur at nonzero detunings � = ±κ .

IV. TRANSFER OF DOUBLE EXCITATION STATES

Let us now examine the problem of transferring double
excitation states with two quanta present in the system. The
two quanta could be in the atoms or in the field modes or could
be shared between the atoms and the field modes. As one can
notice from the form of the state vector of the system [Eq. (9)],
the presence of two quanta of excitation increases the number
of states in which the system can be initially prepared and to
which it could evolve. Following the same procedure as in the
previous section, we consider separately the transfer of initial
states mediated by the atoms and by photons.

A. Transfer mediated by atoms

In order to discuss the transfer of double excitation states,
we make use of the wave function (8). Since for the transfer
mediated by the atoms the best result is expected to occur
when the atomic transition frequencies are in resonance with
the cavity field frequencies, we set � = 0 in what follows
in this section. When the wave function (8) is inserted into
Eq. (5) and we use the interaction Hamiltonian (3), we obtain
the following system of coupled differential equations for the
probability amplitudes:

i ˙̃D1 = ga(D̃3 + D5) + gb(D2 + D̃7),

iḊ2 = gbD̃1 + gaD4 +
√

2gbD8,

i ˙̃D3 = gaD̃1 + gbD4 +
√

2gaD6,

iḊ4 = ga(D2 + D̃7) + gb(D̃3 + D5),
(35)

iḊ5 = gaD̃1 + gbD4 +
√

2gaD6,

iḊ6 =
√

2ga(D̃3 + D5),

i ˙̃D7 = gbD̃1 + gaD4 +
√

2gbD8,

iḊ8 =
√

2gb(D2 + D̃7),

where D̃i = ε∗Di, (i = 1,3,7).

1. Independent Jaynes-Cummings systems

Before continuing with the solution of Eq. (35), we briefly
comment about the difference between the system considered
here and that of two independent JC systems, extensively
studied by other authors [17–20]. When each cavity contains
one atom, and the cavities are not coupled to each other, we
then have two independent JC systems. In this case, the system
of equations for the probability amplitudes, Eq. (35), breaks
up into three uncoupled sets of equations. One composed of

four coupled equations,

i ˙̃D1 = gaD̃3 + gbD2, iḊ2 = gaD4 + gbD̃1,
(36)

i ˙̃D3 = gaD̃1 + gbD4, iḊ4 = gaD2 + gbD̃3,

describing the evolution of the states with a single excitation
present in each of the JC systems, and two separate sets, each
composed of two coupled equations,

iḊ5 =
√

2gaD6, iḊ6 =
√

2gaD5, (37)

and

iḊ7 =
√

2gbD8, iḊ8 =
√

2gbD7, (38)

describing the evolution of the states with two excitations
present in either of the JC systems.

The set of four Eqs. (36) can be further split into two
independent sets by introducing symmetric and antisymmetric
superpositions,

Ds1 = (D̃1 + D4)/
√

2, Ds2 = (D2 + D̃3)/
√

2,
(39)

Da1 = (D̃1 − D4)/
√

2, Da2 = (D2 − D̃3)/
√

2,

for which Eqs. (36) transform into two separate sets, each
composed of two coupled equations,

iḊs1 = (ga + gb)Ds2, iḊs2 = (ga + gb)Ds1, (40)

and

iḊa1 = (ga − gb)Da2, iḊa2 = (ga − gb)Da1. (41)

The amplitudes (39) correspond to a set of orthonormal states,

|s1〉 = 1√
2

(|eA,eB,0a,0b〉 + |gA,gB,1a,1b〉),

|s2〉 = 1√
2

(|eA,gB,0a,1b〉 + |gA,eB,1a,0b〉),
(42)

|a1〉 = 1√
2

(|eA,eB,0a,0b〉 − |gA,gB,1a,1b〉),

|a2〉 = 1√
2

(|eA,gB,0a,1b〉 − |gA,eB,1a,0b〉).

We see that, despite of the complexity, the dynamics of
the system simplifies to that occurring among states of four
independent doublets:

|s1〉 ↔ |s2〉, |a1〉 ↔ |a2〉, |5〉 ↔ |6〉, |7〉 ↔ |8〉 . (43)

This shows explicitly that the Hilbert space of the system
splits into four independent subspaces, each composed of two
states only. In other words, the system behaves in this case
as if composed of four independent two-state subsystems.
The states of different subsystems oscillate at different Rabi
frequencies. For example, the states of the doublet (|s1〉, |s2〉)
oscillate at the Rabi frequency ga + gb. The states of the
remaining subsystems oscillate at frequencies ga − gb,

√
2ga ,

and
√

2gb, respectively. Note that in the limit of ga = gb, the
states of the doublet (|a1〉, |a2〉) decouple from each other and
become trapping states.

The states (42) are entangled states of the atoms with the
field modes. However, in these states both the atoms and
the field modes are themselves disentangled. It is easy to
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see. Properties of the atoms alone can be described by a
reduced density operator obtained by tracing the total density
operator ρ(t) over the cavity modes

ρAB(t) = Trabρ(t) = 〈0a0b| ρ(t) |0a0b〉
+ 〈1a0b| ρ(t) |1a0b〉 + 〈0a1b| ρ(t) |0a1b〉
+ 〈1a1b| ρ(t) |1a1b〉 + 〈2a0b| ρ(t) |2a0b〉
+ 〈0a2b| ρ(t) |0a2b〉 . (44)

It is easy to show that in the basis spanned by four state vectors,
|eAeB〉, |eAgB〉, |gAeB〉, |gAgB〉, the density operator ρAB(t) is
diagonal with all off-diagonal elements (coherences) equal to
zero. Consequently, there is no possibility for entanglement
between the atoms.

Yonac et al. [17,18] have proposed to include an auxiliary
zero-excitation state, |0〉 = |gA,gB,0a,0b〉, that permits the
two-photon coherence to be involved in the atomic dynamics.
When state |0〉 is included, the following density matrix ρAB(t)
is obtained:

ρAB(t) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

ρ11(t) 0 0 ρ14(t)

0 ρ22(t) 0 0

0 0 ρ33(t) 0

ρ41(t) 0 0 ρ44(t)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (45)

where ρ11(t) = |D1(t)|2,ρ22(t) = |D2(t)|2 + |D5(t)|2,
ρ33(t) = |D3(t)|2 + |D7(t)|2, ρ44(t) = |D4(t)|2 + |D6(t)|2 +
|D8(t)|2 + |D0(t)|2, ρ14(t) = D1(t)D0(t), and D0(t) is the
amplitude of the auxiliary state |0〉.

The coherence may result in an entanglement between the
atoms. It is easy to see that the concurrence evaluated from the
matrix (45) takes the form

CAB(t) = max{0,C2(t)}, (46)

where

C2(t) = 2|ρ14(t)| − 2[|D2(t)|2 + |D3(t)|2]. (47)

It is seen that C2(t) can be positive. Thus, the inclusion of |0〉
into the atomic dynamics is critical for entanglement between
two atoms placed inside independent cavities.

We may summarize that the Hilbert space of the indepen-
dent JC systems can be spanned in terms of four independent
subspaces, each composed of two states that can be exchanged
between themselves during the evolution. In the case of equal
coupling strengths of the atoms to the field modes, one of the
subspaces is composed of trapping states that do not evolve.

2. Coupled Jaynes-Cummings systems

We now proceed to solve the set of Eqs. (35), which shall
allow us to discuss the transfer efficiency of doubly excited
states in the system composed of two coupled JC systems.
Since the transfer process can be strongly affected by the
presence of trapping states in the system, we solve Eqs. (35)
by finding a constant of motion that determine states which
do not evolve in time. This allows us to predict which initial
states can be completely transferred in the system.

We first observe that ˙̃D7 = Ḋ2 and ˙̃D3 = Ḋ5. This suggests
the introduction of symmetric and antisymmetric superposi-
tions of the states with the excitation shared between the atoms

and the cavity modes,

Ds1 = (D̃3 + D5)/
√

2, Ds2 = (D2 + D̃7)/
√

2,
(48)

Da1 = (D̃3 − D5)/
√

2, Da2 = (D2 − D̃7)/
√

2,

and find that then the set of Eqs. (35) splits into two separate
sets, one involving six coupled differential equations,

i ˙̃D1 =
√

2(gaDs1 + gbDs2),

iḊs1 =
√

2(gbD̃1 + gaD4 +
√

2gbD6),

iḊs2 =
√

2(gaD̃1 + gbD4 +
√

2gaD8),
(49)

iḊ4 =
√

2(gaDs2 + gbDs1),

iḊ6 = 2gaDs1,

iḊ8 = 2gbDs2,

and the other composed of two constants of motion:

iḊa1 = 0, iḊa2 = 0. (50)

Equations (49) are cumbersome due to the asymmetry,
in general, between the coupling constants of the atoms to
the field modes, ga �= gb. However, we have seen in the case
of single-quantum states that the complete transfer of the
states and the optimal transfer of entanglement occur when the
atoms couple to both cavities with the same strengths, ga = gb.
Therefore, in what follows we restrict the calculations to the
case of ga = gb ≡ g.

When ga = gb, additional constants of motion appear.
To see this, we introduce symmetric and antisymmetric
superposition of the probability amplitudes:

Du = (Ds1 + Ds2)/
√

2, Dw = (Ds1 − Ds2)/
√

2,

Dp = (D6 + D8)/
√

2, Dq = (D6 − D8)/
√

2. (51)

We find that the set of coupled equations (49) can be split into
two separate sets, one involving four coupled equations,

i ˙̃D1 = 2gDu,

iḊu = 2gD̃1 + 2gD4 + 2gDp,
(52)

iḊ4 = 2gDu,

iḊp = 2gDu,

and the other involving two coupled equations

iḊw = 2gDq, iḊq = 2gDw. (53)

The set of Eqs. (52) can be reduced further to a set of two
coupled equations,

iḊu = 2
√

3gDz, iḊz = 2
√

3gDu, (54)

and two constants of motion,

iḊm = 0, iḊn = 0, (55)

where

Dm = (2Dp − D1 − D4)/
√

6, Dn = (D̃1 − D4)/
√

2,

(56)

and

Dz = (D̃1 + D4 + Dp)/
√

3. (57)
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According to the above predictions, we may conclude that the
Hilbert space of the system can be split into three independent
subspaces, one subspace composed of four trapping states,

|a1〉 = 1√
2

(|gA,eB〉 − |eA,gB〉) ⊗ |1a,0b〉,

|a2〉 = 1√
2

(|eA,gB〉 − |gA,eB〉) ⊗ |0a,1b〉,
(58)

|m〉 = 1√
6

{√
2 (|2a,0b〉 + |0a,2b〉) ⊗ |gA,gB〉

− |eA,eB,0a,0b〉 − |gA,gB,1a,1b〉} ,

|n〉 = 1√
2

(|eA,eB,0a,0b〉 − |gA,gB,1a,1b〉) ,

and two subspaces composed of doublets,

|w〉 = 1

2
(|gA,eB〉 + |eA,gB〉) ⊗ (|1a,0b〉 − |0a,1b〉) ,

|q〉 = 1√
2

(|2a,0b〉 − |0a,2b〉) ⊗ |gA,gB〉, (59)

and

|u〉 = 1

2
(|gA,eB〉 + |eA,gB〉) ⊗ (|1a,0b〉 + |0a,1b〉) ,

|z〉 = 1√
3

[
|eA,eB,0a,0b〉 + |gA,gB,1a,1b〉

+ 1√
2

(|2a,0b〉 + |0a,2b〉) ⊗ |gA,gB〉
]
. (60)

The evolution of the doublets (59) and (60) is determined
by the amplitudes (Dw,Dq) and (Du,Dz), respectively. Their
time evolutions are readily found to be

Dw(t) = Dw(0) cos(2gt) − Dq(0) sin(2gt),
(61)

Dq(t) = Dq(0) cos(2gt) − Dw(0) sin(2gt),

and

Du(t) = Du(0) cos(2
√

3gt) − iDz(0) sin(2
√

3gt),
(62)

Dz(t) = Dz(0) cos(2
√

3gt) − iDu(0) sin(2
√

3gt).

Thus, due to the presence of four trapping states, the evolution
of the system confines to that occurring only among states
|w〉 ↔ |q〉 and |u〉 ↔ |z〉. Each pair of states evolves in time
independently of the other, and the amplitudes of states |w〉
and |q〉 oscillate at frequency 2g, whereas the amplitudes of
states |u〉 and |z〉 oscillate at frequency 2

√
3g.

Several features of the dynamically evolving states (59) and
(60) are worth noting. One can see that state |w〉 is a product
state of a single excitation entangled state of the atoms and
the antisymmetric N = 1 NOON state of the cavity modes
[7,42–45]. State |q〉 is a product state of the atomic state in
which both atoms are in their ground states and the cavity
modes being in the antisymmetric N = 2 NOON state. This
shows that an initial state in which atoms are prepared in the
maximally entangled state and the cavity modes are prepared
in the antisymmetric N = 1 NOON state can be converted
to the antisymmetric N = 2 NOON state. In other words, in

this scheme we can achieve a fully dynamical generation of a
purely photonic N = 2 NOON state.

The other pair of states, |u〉 and |z〉, involves the symmetric
N = 1 and N = 2 NOON states. One can notice that,
in contrast to the antisymmetric N = 1 NOON state, an
initial symmetric N = 1 NOON state cannot be completely
converted to the symmetric N = 2 NOON state. It is rather
converted into the four-qubit state |z〉, which involves a
superposition of the N = 2 NOON state and two other states
with the excitation evenly redistributed between the atoms or
between the cavity modes.

The reason for the difference in the transfer properties is in
the trapping effect of the single excitation states. According to
Eqs. (12) and (13), the antisymmetric N = 1 NOON state is a
trapping state, whereas the symmetric state evolves during the
atomic transit time through the cavities. Thus, the simultaneous
evolution of the atomic and the symmetric NOON states results
in a redistribution of the excitation between the atoms or
between the cavities.

Another interesting feature of the states (59) and (60) is
that the complete transfer requires the presence of an initial
entanglement of the cavity modes. In other words, the complete
transfer of an initial state arises from the quantum nature of the
field. It is particularly seen in the form of the reduced density
operator ρAB(t), which, written in the computational basis, is
not diagonal,

ρAB(t) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

ρ11(t) 0 0 0

0 ρ22(t) ρ23(t) 0

0 ρ32(t) ρ33(t) 0

0 0 0 ρ44(t)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠, (63)

where ρ11(t) = |D1(t)|2,ρ22(t) = |D2(t)|2 + |D5(t)|2,
ρ33(t) = |D3(t)|2 + |D7(t)|2, ρ44(t) = |D4(t)|2 + |D6(t)|2 +
|D8(t)|2, and ρ23(t) = D∗

3 (t)D5(t) + D2(t)D∗
7 (t).

The matrix (63) is of an X state form due to the presence
of the coherence ρ23(t) between the atoms. If the initial state
of the system is taken to be one of the states (59) or (60), then
none of the trapping states (58) is populated. As a result, the
coherence ρ23(t) takes the form

ρ23(t) = 1
2 [|Du(t)|2 + |Dw(t)|2]. (64)

We see that the coherence is completely determined by the
probabilities (populations) of states |u〉 and |w〉. Since the
states involve maximally entangled single-quantum states of
the atoms and the field modes, this implies that the coherence
can be different from zero only if either of the atoms or the
field modes are in an entangled state.

The coherence is necessary for entanglement between the
atoms. The concurrence evaluated from the matrix (63) is given
by

CAB(t) = max{0,C1(t)}, (65)

where

C1(t) = 2|ρ23(t)| − 2
√

ρ11(t)ρ44(t). (66)

Clearly, C1(t) can be positive, indicating an entanglement
between the atoms. Thus, an entanglement can be generated
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Time evolution of the logarithmic neg-
ativities NAB (t) (blue dashed line) and Nab(t) (red solid line) for
the initial state |w〉 [Eq. (59)]. The other parameters are � = 0 and
gb = ga = g.

between the atoms without the need for introducing the
auxiliary state |0〉.

We now present some numerical calculations of entangle-
ment evolution between the atoms and the cavity modes to
check if the complete transfer of the double excitation states
is accompanied by the complete transfer of entanglement. We
evaluate logarithmic negativities NAB(t) and Nab(t) for three
different initial states. The reason to evaluate the logarithmic
negativity rather than the concurrence is in the dimension
of the Hilbert space of the system with two excitations
present. A detailed description of the method of evaluating
the logarithmic negativities is given in the Appendix.

Figure 3 shows the logarithmic negativities NAB(t) and
Nab(t) as a function of the dimensionless time gt for the initial
state |w〉. According to Eq. (61), at times t = nπ/(4g), n =
1,3, . . ., when state |w〉 is completely transferred to state
|q〉, the atoms are expected to be separable and the field
modes should be found in the maximally entangled N = 2
NOON state. We see that at the initial time t = 0, both
negativities are maximal, NAB(0) = Nab(0) = 1, indicating
that, initially, the atoms and the field modes were maximally
entangled. As time progresses, the atoms become periodically
disentangled but the field modes never completely disentangle.
At times t = nπ/(4g), when the atoms are separable, the
modes again become maximally entangled. However, the
maximal entanglement of the modes does not mean that at
these times the modes returned to their initial state. At times
t = nπ/(4g), the system is in the |q〉 state, in which the
atoms are in their ground states and the field modes are in
the antisymmetric N = 2 NOON state.

It is interesting to note that although the evolution of the
states is unitary the entanglement between the field modes
oscillates twice as fast as the entanglement between the
atoms. The reason is that the reduced state of the cavity
modes ρab(t) is composed of two maximally entangled states,
(|1a,0b〉 − |0a,1b〉)/

√
2 and (|2a,0b〉 − |0a,2b〉)/

√
2, whereas

the reduced state of the atoms ρAB(t) is composed of the
maximally entangled state (|gA,eB〉 + |eA,gB〉)/√2 and the
separable state |gAgB〉. Since the field and atomic states
oscillate with the same Rabi frequency, 2g, the cavity modes

FIG. 4. (Color online) Time evolution of the logarithmic negativ-
ities NAB (t) (blue dashed line) and Nab(t) (red solid line) when the
atoms in their ground states |gAgB〉 pass through the cavities prepared
initially in the maximally entangled state (|1a1b〉 + |0a0b〉)/

√
2. The

other parameters are � = 0 and gb = ga = g.

become maximally entangled whenever the modes are in either
(|1a,0b〉 − |0a,1b〉)/

√
2 or (|2a,0b〉 − |0a,2b〉). On the other

hand, the atoms are maximally entangled only if the atoms are
in one of the two atomic states, (|gA,eB〉 + |eA,gB〉)/√2.

If the initial state is not one of the states (59) or (60), only
a partial transfer of the initial entanglement may occur. To
illustrate this, we show in Fig. 4 the time evolution of the loga-
rithmic negativities when the system starts from an initial state,

|�0〉 = 1√
2

(|1a1b〉 + |0a0b〉) ⊗ |gAgB〉, (67)

in which the cavity modes are in the maximally entangled
two-photon state and the atoms are in their ground states. We
see that in this case the concurrence Nab(t) never becomes
zero as time develops and NAB(t) never reaches the maximal
value of NAB(t) = 1. Thus, no complete transfer of the
entanglement occurs. The modes remain highly entangled at
times when the atomic entanglement reaches its maximum
value. This result is as expected from the above simple
discussion that for states different than the states (59) and
(60), a part of the initial excitation is trapped in one of the
trapping states, preventing the complete transfer of the initial
state to occur. It is easy to see. With the initial state (67), the
probabilities of the trapping states (58) are

|Da1(0)|2 = |Da2(0)|2 = 0,
(68)

|Dm(0)|2 = 1

12
, |Dn(0)|2 = 1

4
,

from which it is clear that one-third of the initial population
is in the trapping states |m〉 and |n〉.

It is interesting to contrast the initial state (67), which
involves the auxiliary zero-excitation state, with an initial
state involving states containing two quanta of excitation. The
former was treated in the case of independent JC cells [17–20]
and shown crucial for the creation of en entanglement between
the atoms.

Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the logarithmic
negativities for an initial state in which the atoms are in their
ground states and the field modes are in the N = 2 NOON
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Time evolution of the logarithmic neg-
ativities NAB (t) (blue dashed line) and Nab(t) (red solid line)
when two atoms in their ground states pass through the cavities
prepared initially in the symmetric N = 2 NOON state: |�0〉 =
(1/

√
2)(|2a0b〉 + |0a2b〉) ⊗ |gAgB〉. The other parameters are � = 0,

gb = ga = g.

state (|2a0b〉 + |0a2b〉)/
√

2. While Fig. 4 shows that an initial
entanglement of the field modes can be transferred to the atoms
when the modes are prepared in the state (67), Fig. 5 shows no
such transfer occurs when the modes are initially prepared in
the symmetric N = 2 NOON state.

B. Transfer mediated by photons

We now turn into the other configuration in which the
coupling between the cavities is mediated by the overlapped
cavity modes. Such coupling configuration, illustrated in
Fig. 1(b), is represented by the interaction Hamiltonian (4).
What we are going to calculate is essentially the same as for
the first scenario. We use the same basis states [Eqs. (9)] to
find the equations of motion for the probability amplitudes
required to study the dynamics of entanglement. As in the
previous case, the starting point is the Schrödinger equation
(5), which with the Hamiltonian (4) leads to the following set
of equations of motion for the probability amplitudes:

iḊ1 = �D1 + gbD2 + gaD3,

iḊ2 = gbD1 + gaD4 + κD5,

iḊ3 = gaD1 + gbD4 + κD7,

iḊ4 = −�D4 + gaD2 + gbD3 +
√

2κ(D6 + D8),
(69)

iḊ5 =
√

2gaD6 + κD2,

iḊ6 = −�D6 +
√

2κD4 +
√

2gaD5,

iḊ7 = κD3 +
√

2gbD8,

iḊ8 = −�D8 +
√

2κD4 +
√

2gbD7.

Before proceeding with the solution of Eqs. (69), we first
rearrange them to see if there are any trapping states in the
system. For such a treatment it is convenient to introduce
linear combinations,

D̃2 = (D2 + D3)/
√

2, D̃3 = (D2 − D3)/
√

2,

D̃5 = (D5 + D7)/
√

2, D̃7 = (D5 − D7)/
√

2, (70)

D̃6 = (D6 + D8)/
√

2, D̃8 = (D6 − D8)/
√

2,

for which Eqs. (69), with ga = gb ≡ g, form two separate sets,
one involving five coupled equations,

iḊ1 = �D1 +
√

2gD̃2,

i ˙̃D2 =
√

2gD1 +
√

2gD4 + κD̃5,

iḊ4 = −�D4 +
√

2gD̃2 + 2κD̃6, (71)

i ˙̃D5 =
√

2gD̃6 + κD̃2,

i ˙̃D6 = −�D̃6 + 2κD4 +
√

2gD̃5,

and the other involving three coupled equations,

i ˙̃D3 = κD̃7, i ˙̃D7 = κD̃3 +
√

2gD̃8,
(72)

i ˙̃D8 = −�D̃8 +
√

2gD̃7.

It is easily verified that the determinants of the coefficients of
the coupled differential equations (71) and (72) are different
from zero only if � �= 0. Thus, in the case of � �= 0, there are
no trapping states in the system.

1. The case of � = 0

Let us first specialize Eqs. (71) and (72) to the case of exact
resonance, � = 0, in which trapping states occur. As before,
the occurrence of trapping states is identified by the presence
of constants of motion. It is easily verified from Eqs. (71) that
a linear superposition,

Da = 1


2
a

[g2D4 −
√

2gκD̃5 + (κ2 − g2)D1], (73)

in which 
2
a =

√
2g4 + κ4, is a constant of motion; i.e., iḊa =

0.
Similarly, the system of coupled equations (72) can be

rewritten in terms of linear superpositions,

Dα =
√

2g


′ D̃3 − κ


′ D̃8, Dβ = κ


′ D̃3 +
√

2g


′ D̃8, (74)

where 
′ =
√

2g2 + κ2, for which we find that

iḊα = 0, i ˙̃D7 = 
′Dβ, iḊβ = 
′D̃7. (75)

Thus, the amplitude Dα is a constant of motion, whereas the
amplitudes D̃7 and Dβ undergo a simple sinusoidal evolution:

D̃7(t) = D̃7(0) cos 
′t − Dβ(0) sin 
′t,
(76)

Dβ(t) = Dβ(0) cos 
′t − D̃7(0) sin 
′t.

Evidently, states corresponding to the combinations D̃7 and
Dβ can be completely transferred between themselves with
frequency 
′.

The states corresponding to the combinations D̃7 and Dβ

are of the form

|7〉 = 1√
2

(|eA,gB,1a,0b〉 − |gA,eB,0a,1b〉),

|β〉 = κ√
2
′ (|eA,gB,0a,1b〉 − |gA,eB,1a,0b〉)

+ g


′ (|2a,0b〉 − |0a,2b〉) ⊗|gA,gB〉, (77)

from which one can easily notice that the states contain
correlations between the atoms and the field modes. This
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implies that the complete transfer of the states will not lead to
the complete transfer of entanglement.

2. The case of � �= 0

Let us now examine the situation when � �= 0 and focus our
attention on the case of ga = gb ≡ g. With nonzero detuning
the dynamics of the system becomes more complicated and
simple analytical results for the probability amplitudes are not
possible. However, in the limit of the strong coupling between
the cavities, κ � g, one can uncover some interesting results.
By introducing symmetric and antisymmetric combinations,

Dη = (D4 + D̃6)/
√

2, Dε = (D4 − D̃6)/
√

2,
(78)

Dλ = (D̃2 + D̃5)/
√

2, Dϑ = (D̃2 − D̃5)/
√

2,

and going into a rotating frame through the relations

D̃η = Dηe
−i(�−2κ)t , D̃λ = Dλe

−i(�−2κ)t ,

D̃ε = Dεe
−i(�+2κ)t , D̃ϑ = Dϑe−i(�+2κ)t , (79)

D̃1 = D1e
−i�t ,

we find that Eqs. (71) can be written in terms of these
combinations as

i ˙̃Dη =
√

2gD̃λ,

i ˙̃Dλ = (� − κ)D̃λ +
√

2gD̃η +
√

2gD̃1e
2iκt ,

i ˙̃Dε =
√

2gD̃ϑ, (80)

i ˙̃Dϑ = (� + κ)D̃ϑ +
√

2gD̃ε +
√

2gD̃1e
−2iκt ,

i ˙̃D1 = g(Dλe
2iκt + Dϑe−2iκt ).

We see that the terms proportional to D̃1 play the role
of a coupling between the symmetric and antisymmetric
combinations. These are accompanied by terms exp(±2iκt)
that oscillate in time with a frequency 2κ . In the limit of
κ � g, we can make a secular approximation, in which we
ignore the rapidly oscillating terms exp(±2iκt). This has the
effect of decoupling the equations of motion for the symmetric
combinations,

i ˙̃Dη =
√

2gD̃λ, i ˙̃Dλ = (� − κ)D̃λ +
√

2gD̃η, (81)

from the equations of motion for the antisymmetric combina-
tions,

i ˙̃Dε =
√

2gD̃ϑ, i ˙̃Dϑ = (� + κ)D̃ϑ +
√

2gD̃ε, (82)

that the amplitudes of the symmetric and antisymmetric
combinations evolve independently.

It is seen that the symmetric combinations oscillate with
unequal frequencies that differ by � − κ , whereas the anti-
symmetric combinations oscillate with frequencies that differ
by � + κ . The difference of the frequencies will lead to
oscillations of the amplitudes that are not periodic. This
imperfection would result in an incomplete transfer of the
states. The transfer could be complete only if the amplitudes
oscillate with equal frequency. It is seen from Eq. (81) that,
for � = κ , the symmetric combinations oscillate with equal
frequencies, which results in sinusoidal oscillations of the

amplitudes:

D̃η(t) = D̃η(0) cos(
√

2gt) − D̃λ(0) sin(
√

2gt),
(83)

D̃λ(t) = D̃λ(0) cos(
√

2gt) − D̃η(0) sin(
√

2gt).

Similarly, when � = −κ the antisymmetric combinations
oscillate with equal frequencies and then their time evolutions
are perfectly sinusoidal:

D̃ε(t) = D̃ε(0) cos(
√

2gt) − D̃ϑ (0) sin(
√

2gt),
(84)

D̃ϑ (t) = D̃ϑ (0) cos(
√

2gt) − D̃ε(0) sin(
√

2gt).

Clearly, states corresponding to the symmetric combinations
and those corresponding to the antisymmetric combinations
of the probability amplitudes can be completely transferred
between themselves.

The states corresponding to the symmetric combinations
D̃η and D̃λ can be written in the form

|η〉 = 1
2 (

√
2 |1a,1b〉 + |2a,0b〉 + |0a,2b〉)⊗|gA,gB〉,

|λ〉 = 1
2 (|gA,eB〉 + |eA,gB〉) ⊗ (|1a,0b〉 + |0a,1b〉), (85)

whereas the states corresponding to the antisymmetric combi-
nations D̃ε and D̃ϑ can be written as follows:

|ε〉 = 1
2 (

√
2 |1a,1b〉 − |2a,0b〉 − |0a,2b〉)⊗|gA,gB〉,

|ϑ〉 = 1
2 (|gA,eB〉 − |eA,gB〉) ⊗ (|1a,0b〉 − |0a,1b〉). (86)

Notice an important property of states (85) and (86), that they
do not contain correlations between the atoms and the field
modes. The states are of the form of product states of the atomic
states and those of the field states. This is in distinct contrast to
the states for � = 0, which contain correlations between the
atoms and the field modes. An another interesting property
of states (85) and (86) is that the atoms may completely
disentangle during the evolution of the states, in contrast to
the field modes that can never disentangle. This is illustrated
in Fig. 6 which shows the time evolution of the logarithmic
negativities when the system was initially prepared in state
|λ〉. We see that the initial entanglement between the atoms
and that between the field modes recurs periodically. The

FIG. 6. (Color online) Time evolution of the logarithmic negativ-
ities NAB (t) (blue dashed line) and Nab(t) (red solid line) for the case
in which the system was initially prepared in the symmetric state |λ〉.
The other parameters are gb = ga = g and � = κ = 10g.
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atomic entanglement periodically falls to zero, in contrast to
the entanglement between the cavity mode that never ceases.

In closing this section, we would like to point out that
the two coupling configurations between the cavities lead to
quite different results for transferring double excitation states.
Comparing Eqs. (59) and (60), the quantum states that are
completely transferred when the transfer is mediated by the
atoms with Eqs. (85) and (86) for the states that are maximally
transferred when the coupling is mediated by photons, we
see that the coupling mediated by the atoms may result in a
“nonclassical” N = 2 NOON state |q〉, whereas no such state
is created by the coupling mediated by photons. In the latter,
two states are created, |η〉 and |ε〉, that resemble very much
a two-photon “classical” state created at an asymmetric beam
splitter with unequal reflection and transmission coefficients
[52].

V. EFFECT OF LOSSES

We now briefly discuss the effect of losses, spontaneous
emission of the atoms and the cavity damping on the transfer of
quantum states and entanglement. To simplify the calculations
we consider only the case in which both atoms are damped with
the same spontaneous emission rate � and the cavity modes
are damped with the same cavity leakage rate γ . If the effect
of both of these types of losses is taken into account, the free
Hamiltonian Ĥ0 for the two configurations can be replaced by
an effective Hamiltonian,

Ĥeff = Ĥ0 − ih̄

2
[�(σ̂+

A σ̂−
A + σ̂+

B σ̂−
B ) + γ (â†â + b̂†b̂)]. (87)

After taking into account the effect of losses we find that the
single excitation case described in Eq. (13) can be written in
the form

˙̃W (t) = −
√

2ig0X̃(t)e− 1
2 (γ−�)t ,

˙̃X(t) = i�X̃(t) −
√

2ig0W̃ (t)e
1
2 (γ−�)t , (88)

˙̃Y (t) = i�Ỹ (t), ˙̃U (t) = 0,

where W̃ = W exp( 1
2�t), Ỹ = Y exp( 1

2�t), Ũ = U exp( 1
2γ t),

and X̃ = X exp( 1
2γ t). As we can see from these expressions,

the two-state evolution is preserved so that an initial excitation
can be transferred between states |w〉 and |x〉 only. The
effect of the losses is to modify the Rabi frequency of
the oscillations through the time-dependent oscillatory terms
exp[± 1

2 (γ − �)t] and to degrade the probability amplitudes
of the states. In the case of γ ≈ � the losses do not change
the Rabi frequency of the oscillations. Consequently, an initial
entanglement is transferred between the two states only but
with the magnitude degrading in time with the rate �. A similar
result is obtained in the case of double excitation.

An example for the effect of the losses on the time evolution
of the concurrence CAB(t) for the single excitation case is
shown in Fig. 7. The chosen parameters value of � = γ =
0.02g is consistent with current experiments involving a high-
Q cavity [51,53] with cavity damping rate given by γ = 2.3 ×
10−2g. It is seen from the figure that in the presence of the
losses the periodic maxima of the concurrence are reduced
in magnitude at the rate � as time progresses. The frequency

FIG. 7. (Color online) The time evolution of the concurrence
CAB (t) in the presence (solid line) and the absence (dashed line) of
the losses for ga = gb = g, � = κ , and � = γ = 0.02g. The system
was initially in the state (18).

of the oscillations is not affected by the losses and nonzero
concurrence persists over many Rabi periods.

Figure 8 shows the effect of the losses on the time evolution
of the negativity NAB(t) in the case of a double excitation.
One can see from the figure that, similar to the case of a single
excitation, the effect of the losses is to reduce the magnitude
of the entanglement. The periodic maxima of the concurrence
decay exponentially in time at the rate �. Therefore, we can
conclude that in both cases of the excitation, the two-state
evolution is preserved with the effect of the losses to degrade
the magnitude of an initial entanglement.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Time evolution of the logarithmic nega-
tivities NAB (t) in the presence (solid line) and the absence (dashed
line) of the losses when the atoms in their ground states |gAgB〉 pass
through the cavities prepared initially in the maximally entangled state
(|1a1b〉 + |0a0b〉)/

√
2. The other parameters are � = 0, gb = ga = g,

and � = γ = 0.02g.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of the complete transfer of quantum states
has been examined in a four-qubit system composed of
two single-mode cavities and two two-level atoms. We have
considered two different coupling configurations between
the qubits specified by two distinctly different types of the
interaction Hamiltonians. In the first, the coupling is mediated
by “flying” atoms that simultaneously couple to the field modes
of the cavities, whereas in the second configuration, each atom
resides inside one of the cavities and the coupling between the
cavities is mediated by the overlapping field modes.

We have demonstrated that the problem of the complete
transfer of states is indeed tractable, that a proper choice of the
basis states for the state vector of the system makes it possible
to confine the dynamics of the system to that occurring between
two states only. In other words, we have found that the time
evolution of the state vector of the system can be divided into
two state pairs that evolve in time plus time-stationary trapping
states.

Moreover, we have found that the complete transfer of a
quantum state does not necessary mean perfect transfer of
entanglement. An initial entanglement can be perfectly and
reversibly transferred between the atoms and the field modes
only if the states are in the form of product states of atomic and
field states. If the states contain correlations between the atoms
and the field modes, no perfect transfer of the entanglement is
possible.

We have also shown that, apart from the similarities in the
dynamics of the system for the two configurations, there are
some important differences. In particular, the complete transfer
of quantum states is more manifested in the system where the
coupling is mediated by the overlapping field modes. In this
case not only the symmetric but also the antisymmetric states
can be completely transferred between themselves. However,
a purely photonic N = 2 NOON state can be created only if
the coupling is mediated by the atoms.

APPENDIX: CONCURRENCE AND LOGARITHMIC
NEGATIVITY OF THE ATOMIC AND FIELD SYSTEMS

In this Appendix we provide some details of the evaluation
of the concurrence and the logarithmic negativity which are
entanglement monotones [54–56]. The concurrence and the
logarithmic negativity are evaluated from the knowledge of
the reduced density matrices of the atomic and the field mode
subsystems.

To calculate the concurrence measure of entanglement
between the atoms we trace out the cavity field part of the
density matrix of the total system to obtain the reduced density
matrix ρAB and then calculate [46]

C = max{0,
√

λ1 −
√

λ2 −
√

λ3 −
√

λ4}, (A1)

where λi are the eigenvalues (in descending order) of the
Hermitian matrix R = ρABρ̃AB in which ρ̃AB is given by

ρ̃AB = σy ⊗ σyρ
∗
ABσy ⊗ σy, (A2)

and σy is a Pauli matrix.

In the case of double excitation, the reduced density
operator ρAB is given by

ρAB = Trab(ρ) = 〈0a0b| ρ |0a0b〉 + 〈1a0b| ρ |1a0b〉
+ 〈0a1b| ρ |0a1b〉 + 〈1a1b| ρ |1a1b〉
+ 〈2a0b| ρ |2a0b〉 + 〈0a2b| ρ |0a2b〉 . (A3)

On the basis spanned by four state vectors,
|eAeB〉, |eAgB〉, |gAeB〉, |gAgB〉, the density operator ρAB is
of the form

ρAB =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

ρ11 0 0 0

0 ρ22 ρ23 0

0 ρ32 ρ33 0

0 0 0 ρ44

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (A4)

where ρ11 = |D1|2,ρ22 = |D2|2 + |D5|2, ρ33 = |D3|2 +
|D7|2, ρ44 = |D4|2 + |D6|2 + |D8|2, ρ23 = D∗

3D5 + D2D
∗
7 .

The concurrence for the density matrix (A4) is given by

CAB(t) = max{0,C1(t)}, (A5)

where

C1(t) = 2|ρ23(t)| − 2
√

ρ11(t)ρ44(t). (A6)

It is seen that C1(t) can be positive, indicating an entanglement
between the atoms.

Another measure of entanglement, the logarithmic negativ-
ity is defined as

NAB(t) = max{0, log2[1 − 2μ2(t)]}, (A7)

where

μ2(t) = 1

2
[ρ11(t) + ρ44(t)

−
√

[ρ11(t) − ρ44(t)]2 + 4|ρ23(t)|2]. (A8)

We see that μ2(t) can be negative and negative values are
possible only if |ρ23(t)| �= 0.

If one is interested in entanglement between the cavity
modes, the reduced density matrix for the cavity modes ρab is
obtained by tracing out the atomic part of the density matrix
ρ. This gives

ρab = TrAB(ρ) = 〈eAeB | ρ |eAeB〉 + 〈eAgB | ρ |eAgB〉
+ 〈gAeB | ρ |gAeB〉 + 〈gAgB | ρ |gAgB〉 . (A9)

However, the determination of entanglement between the
cavity modes is a slightly more complicated than for the atoms.
The reason is that in the case of two excitations present in the
system, the subspace of the cavity modes is spanned by nine
states, {|0a0b〉, |0a1b〉, |0a2b〉, |1a0b〉, |1a1b〉, |1a2b〉, |2a0b〉,
|2a1b〉, |2a2b〉}. On this basis, the reduced density matrix ρab
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has the form

ρab(t) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ρ11 0 ρ13 0 ρ14 0 ρ17 0 0

0 ρ22 0 ρ24 0 0 0 0 0

ρ31 0 ρ33 0 ρ35 0 ρ36 0 0

0 ρ42 0 ρ44 0 0 0 0 0

ρ51 0 ρ53 0 ρ55 0 ρ57 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ρ71 0 ρ73 0 ρ75 0 ρ77 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (A10)

A partial transpose ρ
TB

ab of the matrix (A10) reads

ρ
TB

ab (t) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ρ11 0 ρ31 0 ρ24 0 ρ17 0 ρ37

0 ρ22 0 ρ15 0 ρ35 0 0 0

ρ13 0 ρ33 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 ρ51 0 ρ44 0 0 0 ρ57 0

ρ42 0 0 0 ρ55 0 0 0 0

0 ρ53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ρ71 0 0 0 0 0 ρ77 0 0

0 0 0 ρ75 0 0 0 0 0

ρ73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (A11)

where ρ11 = |D1|2 + |D0|2,ρ22 = |D2|2 + |D7|2,ρ33 = |D8|2,ρ44 = |D3|2 + |D5|2,ρ55 = |D4|2,ρ77 = |D6|2,ρ13 = ρ∗
31 =

D0D
∗
8 ,ρ15 = ρ∗

51 = D0D
∗
4 ,ρ17 = ρ∗

71 = D0D
∗
6 ,ρ24 = ρ∗

42 = D2D
∗
5 + D7D

∗
3 ,ρ35 = ρ∗

53 = D8D
∗
4 ,ρ37 = ρ∗

73 = D8D
∗
6 , and

ρ57 = ρ∗
75 = D4D

∗
6 .

The large dimension of the matrix (A10) requires the use of the logarithmic negativity rather than the concurrence in the
searching for entanglement between the modes. The logarithmic negativity Nab for the reduced density matrix (A10) reads

Nab = max

{
0, log2

(
1 + 2

∑
i

|μi |
)}

, (A12)

where μi are the negative eigenvalues of the partial transpose matrix (A11).
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